
As mentioned in our previous newsletter, Operation: Lost Sheep and Itripvacations Alabama 
Beaches partnered together in July for our “Give a Sole, Save a Soul” shoe drive and it was a 
HUGE success. Together, we collected 71 pairs of shoes for the homeless community!!! Not 
only will this be a big blessing to those living on the streets, but it also opens the door for us 
to share the Gospel of Jesus Christ with them! We also partnered with Anytime Fitness in 
Foley, AL on July 24th for a pancake breakfast fundraiser. Plates were $7 a piece. In addition 
to raising funds, it also gave us a great opportunity to share about what it is that we do with 
many people in our own community. We have also recently added Dusty Cole Real Estate 
Team as a new corporate partner. We are truly grateful to all of our partners. We could not 
do what we do without them as the senders. 

On July 19th-2st, we attended the Global Alliance Network 
(GAN) Summer Conference in Huntsville, AL. There were 
roughly 35-40 pastors & ministers in attendance. This was a tremendous opportunity for 
Hayley and I to network and build relationships with ministers and church leaders from all 
over the country. Since the conference, we have a speaking engagement already scheduled 
at Endeavor Church in Huntsville, AL on Nov 5th & 7th. We are so excited to connect with this 
new church family! We have also built a strong relationship 
with Home of Grace, a faith-based addiction recovery center 
in Vancleave, MS. This has been an answer to prayer as we 
come across many people who not only need help being freed 
from addiction, but also need to receive healing and find their 
identity in Christ. We have already been able to help one person 
get into this program (more on that later).

HURRICANE IDA

On August  29, the 16th anniversary of Hurricane Katrina, 
Hurricane Ida made landfall near  Port Fourchon, Louisiana, 
devastating the town of Grand Isle and the surrounding area. 
With maximum sustained winds of 150  mph, Hurricane 
Ida  was a deadly and destructive Category 4  hurricane  that 
became the second-most damaging and intense hurricane 
to make  landfall  in Louisiana  on record.  The remnants of 
the storm also caused widespread tornadic destruction and 
catastrophic flooding across the state. 

We partnered with Youth-Reach Gulf Coast, White Dove 
Ministries, and Frontline Ministries to form a team of 
approximately 20 men and arrived in Hammond, LA (located 57 miles northwest of New 
Orleans) three days later on Sept 1st. Those first three days we opened up roads that were 
blocked by trees and also removed trees off of houses. Since Hammond had not received 
as much damage as other areas, we moved our base camp to St. Rose, LA (located 22 miles 
west of New Orleans). We set up camp at St. Rose Community Church because they knew the 
needs in that area and were already actively serving their community. The church received 
extensive water damage, so we focused the first day on gutting out the youth building and 
covering the roof with tarps so they could use that building as a distribution center. We quickly 
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found that many residents were not getting needed supplies, so we broke our group up into two teams for the next three days. 
One team went to homes in hard hit neighborhoods to cut trees and put tarps on  damaged 
roofs, while the other team drove around going door to door and delivering supplies such as 
water, MRE’s, gas, cleaning supplies, tarps, and offering prayer. We were intentional to take a 
leader from SRCC with us every time we drove through the neighborhoods so that we could 
connect the residents to SRCC. 

Then just two weeks later, Hurricane Nicholas made landfall in Texas and moved across 
Louisiana. The storm brought heavy rainfall and storm surge to parts of Texas and Louisiana. 
Some of the affected areas that were still recovering from Hurricane Ida received rain for 

3-4 days straight. Many damaged roofs that did not get a tarp 
on them now received extensive water damage. We made 
two more short trips over to St. Rose within the next month 
to muck out homes and remove all of the black mold that was 
now growing behind the walls. Please continue to pray for this 
area as there is still so much work to be done. 

THE ONE

Remember me mentioning Home of Grace in MS earlier? 
Well, I met with the director back in September and had so 
much peace from that meeting about that being a place we 
felt comfortable sending someone to. Two weeks later, a guy 
from MI who I knew from childhood but had not seen in 20 
years reached out to me. He had been battling alcoholism for 
25 years and we had talked a few times over the past several 

months about getting him help. Well this time he was ready, so we got in touch with his family and began working out 
the details to get him into Home of Grace on October 25th. The last hangup was Shane was afraid to fly, so I flew up to 
Michigan on October 16th and flew back down with him on the 17th. The plan was to get him into a detox clinic for a week 
prior to his intake, but that fell through last minute. What Shane did receive though was a supernatural touch from God the 
first day he arrived in Pensacola, which allowed him to detox for 4 days without a clinic. Because of this, we were able to 
get him into Home of Grace almost a week early. To view his full story of the miraculous touch he received from the Lord, 
go to our Operation Lost Sheep YouTube page and look up “The ONE - Shane Petri”.

We have been ministering to the homeless community of Pensacola for two years now. In that time we have built 
relationships with many of them and know them on a personal level. We not only know what their physical needs are 
on an individual basis, but we also know their stories. In addition to helping us know what to pray with them about, 
this also keeps them accountable to what they are asking for while also allowing us to assist them in various ways by 
providing resources to those who want it (such as treatment centers, jobs, identification, housing). We continue to see the 
importance of connecting with them on a one on one basis and being relational with them. More than the physical needs, 
many of them just appreciate someone taking the time to talk with them and treat them as a human being with respect 
and love. That’s what Jesus would do.    

In this season of thankfulness, we are incredibly thankful for YOU! As partners, you make it possible for us to answer 
the GO. As we close out 2021, we are currently 60% fully funded. If you have not yet signed up to be a reoccurring 
monthly partner, please prayerfully consider doing so. We are expecting God for EVEN GREATER in this new year. 
America shall be saved!!

Together in the harvest,

- Jon & Hayley
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